Exquisite Arabian Specialities

Treat your Mum to some Middle Eastern Magic
There is no-one more special than your mother and Terra Rossa has handpicked some of the finest Middle Eastern gifts of all to deliver to her
very own door this Mother’s Day.
If your mum appreciates great flavours, then why not treat her to
one of Terra Rossa’s delicious olive oil gift sets. Available in either a
set of three or six, the Exquisite Olive Oil Presentation Boxes include a
selection of Terra Rossa’s award winning olive oils: Sinolea, Evoo, Chilli,
Lemon, Basil and Garlic infused oils. The 3-pack is accompanied with a free
tin of Zaatar thyme mix whilst the 6-pack comes with both Zaatar and
Dukka coriander mix – which are perfect for dunking and dipping with
fresh crusty bread.
Alternatively, no mum will be able to resist the scrumptious Jordanian
Assorted Sweet bag filled with yummy, award-winning and mouth
watering nougat with pistachios and apricot, unique and traditional Manna
from Heaven and fragrant sugar coated almonds.
Arabian women are renowned for their beautiful hair and skin and their
secret lies in the use of olive oil, essential oils and the pure oil extracted
from the kernels of the Argan tree. Now your mum can enjoy their
unique skincare benefits too with some of the fabulous olive oil soaps
made with 44% Jordanian extra virgin olive oil and the 100% Argan oil
gift sets with its unique properties that help slow down skin ageing
and minimise the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.
The Facial Argan Beauty Gift Set includes rich organic Argan oil that
is high in vitamin E, antioxidant that nourish, hydrate and protect the
skin and also comes with a fragrant Rose and Geranium soap and
loofah.
If mum’s hair is her crowning glory, then why not treat her to the Argan
Hair Beauty Gift Set which includes a non-greasy Hair Argan Oil which
comes with a refreshing Olive Oil Aniseed soap and loofah. Both gift sets
are just £25 each – a small price to pay for eternally healthy and young
looking skin! Or you can have both oils and soaps in a hand-made
Jordanian bag for the price of £45.
Visit www.terra-rossa.com/mothersday for wonderful Mother’s Day gift
ideas – and whichever you choose, it will be delivered to your special
mum with your own personal hand-written message.
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